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Spectrum
PRE-CONFIGURED FURNITURE & DESKS

SPACES

Flex Active Tables 
With the Flex Active Table, you can quickly reconfigure your active learning environment or meeting 
room to meet the needs of any collaboration space. This pre-configured table includes: Laminate 
tabletop with coordinating edgeband and T-style legs with casters.

DSC# 124315   |   Vendor# 37239-FMFMSC1200000S   |  Size 60x24x30in   |  SRP $776.00 
DSC# 124314   |   Vendor# 37239-FMFMSC1200000B   |  Size 60x24x30in   |  SRP $660.00 

Flex Active Flip Tables
We’ve taken the Flex Active Table and flipped it! With a simple pull, you can quickly and easily flip the 
table to a nesting position for easy storage. The Flex Active Flip Table’s top flips so you can easily store 
the tables in a smaller space, allowing you to quickly reconfigure your active learning environment 
or meeting room to meet the needs of any collaboration space. This pre-configured table includes: 
Laminate tabletop with coordinating edgeband and T-style legs with casters.

DSC# 124317   |   Vendor# 37319-FMFMSC120000S   |  Size 60x24x30in   |  SRP $1,128.00  
DSC# 124316   |   Vendor# 37319-FMFMSC120000B   |  Size 60x24x30in   |  SRP $960.00 

Invision Element Table with T-Leg 
The InVision Element Table is the next generation of affordable, durable, active learning 
collaboration furniture available for educational or corporate settings. This pre-configured table 
includes: Laminate tabletop with coordinating edgeband, 30-inch T-style legs and a 72x42in wire tray.

DSC# 124308   |   Vendor# 37128-FMFMST220000   |  Size 72x42x30in   |  SRP $1,874.00 

Invision Element Table with T-Leg and Display Stand
The InVision Element Table with T-leg and display stand is the next generation of affordable, 
durable, active learning collaboration furniture available for educational or corporate settings.  
This pre-configured table includes: Laminate tabletop with coordinating edgeband, 30-inch T-style 
legs, 72x42in AV equipment channel, monitor stand, and (1) power module.  

DSC# 124309   |   Vendor# 37128-FMFMST2511S0   |  Size 72x42x30in   |  SRP $2,878.00
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Optio Collaboration Table with T-Leg and Casters
The Optio Collaboration Table is your solution for ergonomic, dynamic, and active collaboration 
environments. Optio is Latin for options, and that’s just what this table offers. This pre-configured 
table includes: Laminate tabletop with coordinating edgeband, 30-inch T-style legs with casters, 
and a cord channel. 

DSC# 124310   |   Vendor# 37132-FMFMSE12000010   |  Size 42x72x30in   |  SRP $3,308.00  

Optio Collaboration Table with eLift with Casters and Display Stand 
The Optio Collaboration Table is your solution for ergonomic, dynamic, and active collaboration 
environments. Optio is Latin for options, and that’s just what this table offers. This pre-configured 
table includes: Laminate tabletop with coordinating edgeband, electric eLift legs with casters,  
(1) cove, AV equipment channel, and a single display stand.     

DSC# 124311   |   Vendor# 37132-FMFMSE33170021   |  Size 42x72x29in   |  SRP $6,240.00  

Flex Insight Desk 
The Flex InSight Desk transitions from lecture desk to computer desk in seconds, making the 
classroom a multi-functional space. With the InSight, the monitor, keyboard, and mouse safely 
store inside the desk, and the InSight provides a classic classroom environment and even has 19 
inches of available space for taking notes. This pre-configured desk includes: Laminate desktop 
with coordinating edgeband and no CPU sling.    

DSC# 124319   |   Vendor# 38979-FMFMS362400   |  Size 36x24x29in   |  SRP  $1,574.00 

Flex Insight Desk 
The Flex InSight desk transitions from lecture desk to computer desk in seconds, making the 
classroom a multi-functional space. With the InSight, the monitor, keyboard, and mouse safely 
store inside the desk, and the InSight provides a classic classroom environment and even has 
19 inches of space for taking notes. This pre-configured desk includes: Laminate desktop with 
coordinating edgeband and no CPU sling.    

DSC# 124320   |   Vendor# 38979-FMFMS602400   |  Size 60x24x29in   |  SRP $2,558.00 

Pivot Instructor Workstation 
The Pivot Workstation lets you take your work with you in the classroom. Highly mobile, height 
adjustable, and just the right size for a lectern in today’s continuously changing classrooms. This 
pre-configured workstation includes: Laminate work surface with coordinating edgeband, electric 
eLift legs with casters, storage bin, and modesty panel without insert.

DSC# 124318   |   Vendor# 37325-FMFMB1111000   |  Size 36x28x28in   |  SRP $2,112.00  
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TechCenter Single Unit with Display Stand
Everything you need all in one place. Dry erase board and TV display that’s mounted on a mobile 
and flexible cabinet storage in Laminate or Metal. The TechCenter is the perfect solution for 
the complete classroom! This pre-configured TechCenter includes: Laminate work surface with 
coordinating edgeband, single metal unit with doors, casters, and display stand. 

DSC# 124327   |   Vendor# 55227-FMFMS410001001   |  Size 27.75x31.5x60.25in   |   SRP $2,456.00  

TechCenter Double Unit with Display Stand and White Board
Everything you need all in one place. Dry erase board and TV display and mounted on a mobile 
and flexible cabinet storage in Laminate or Metal. The TechCenter is the perfect solution for 
the complete classroom! This pre-configured TechCenter includes: Laminate work surface with 
coordinating edgeband, double metal unit with doors, casters, slide-in rack cube, power switch,  
and display stand with dry erase board.

DSC# 124326   |   Vendor# 55227-FMFMS210001413   |  Size 27.75x31.5x60.25in   |   SRP $3,674.00   

TechCenter Double Unit with Rack Cube, Display Stand, and White Board 
Everything you need all in one place. Dry erase board and TV display and mounted on a mobile 
and flexible cabinet storage in Laminate or Metal. The TechCenter is the perfect solution for 
the complete classroom! This pre-configured TechCenter includes: Laminate work surface with 
coordinating edgeband, double laminate unit with doors, casters, left pull out shelf, slide in rack 
cube, power switch, and display stand with dry erase board.

DSC# 122617   |   Vendor# 55227-FMFMS110101414   |  Size 27.75x31.5x60.25in   |   SRP $4,534.00   
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